known th at the quantum treatm ent of conductivity at temperatures much lower than the characteristic Debye temperature involves concepts which are far removed from the semi-classical assumptions of the model used here, and it is very probable th at the theory based on such a crude model is inapplicable except as a rough guide to the main features of the anomaly. In this connexion it is interesting to note th at the two specimens of silver gave the same value of at 4-2° K, where the whole of the resistance was residual, but th at the value of for the annealed specimen at 20° K was rather lower than for the unannealed specimen, although cr was much greater. A final decision, however, on this point must wait until more experimental evidence is available.
The th eory develop ed in II is exten d ed to cover the case o f a superconductor, and a form ula is derived relating the r.f. r esistivity to the superconducting penetration depth and other param eters o f the m etal. I t is show n how th e penetration depth m ay be deduced directly from m easurem ents o f the skin reactance, and a m eth od o f m easuring reactance is described, based essentially on th e variation o f the v e lo c ity o f propagation along a transm ission line due to the reactance o f the conductors. For technical reasons it is n ot con ven ien t to m easure the reactance absolu tely, b u t a sim ple exten sion o f the technique described in I enables the change in reactance to be accurately m easured w hen su percond uctivity is destroyed b y a m agnetic field. The m ethod has been applied to m ercury and tin. In the former case the results are in agreem ent w ith Shoenberg's direct m easurem ents, and confirm th a t the penetration depth at 0° K is o f the order o f 7 x 10-6 cm. The theory developed at the beginning o f the paper is used to deduce the variation o f penetration depth w ith tem perature from the resistivity m easurem ents o f I, and it is show n th a t agreem ent w ith other determ inations and w ith the reactance m easurem ents is fairly good, bu t not perfect. Some o f the assum ptions used in developing the theory are critically d is cussed, and a qu alitative account is given to show how H eisenberg's theory o f supercon d u ctiv ity offers an explanation o f som e o f th e salient features o f su percond uctivity and in particular indicates the relation betw een superconducting and norm al electrons.
26-2 I n t r o d u c t i o n

A. B. Pippard
In the first two papers of this series, which will be referred to as I and II (pp. 370 and 385), results were presented of measurements on the surface resistivity of super conductors and normal metals at low temperatures and at frequencies around 1200Mcyc./sec. It was shown in II how the deviations from classical skin effect theory exhibited by normal metals when the free path of the conduction electrons was longer than the skin depth could be approximately described by an ' ineffectiveness concept'; this treatm ent of the problem, which was justified theoretically, assumed th at only those electrons were effective in the conduction process which moved at glancing angles to the surface. In the present paper the concept will be applied to H. London's (1940) model of a superconductor to derive expressions for the surface resistivity and reactance in terms of the penetration depth A and other parameters. The reactance is found to be very closely related to A, and this fact suggested an experimental method of studying the variation of A with temperature with con siderable accuracy. Before, however, considering the experimental determination of the surface reactance, expressions will be derived relating the impedance to the penetration depth. It will then be possible to attem pt a correlation of the resistivity measurements of I, the reactance measurements of the present paper, and deter minations of A by other workers.
T h e o r y
The assumptions underlying London's model of a superconductor may be stated briefly thus: the conduction electrons are supposed to exhibit two different modes of behaviour, a certain fraction, depending on the temperature, behaving in accordance with the phenomenological theory of superconductivity developed by F. & H. London (1935) , and the rest exhibiting the ordinary resistive properties of the normal state. In the presence of an electric field, the superconducting electrons contribute an amount J s to the current density given by i(oJs = E /4zrA2 (in e.m.u.), where A is the penetration depth of a static magnetic field. It was assumed by London th at the contribution of the normal electrons to the current density could be represented by J n = crE, the classical conductivity equation; he observed however th at the re sistivity of normal tin was higher than expected from the d.c. conductivity, and attempted an empirical correction for this anomalous skin effect by using for cr not the measured d.c. conductivity, but the conductivity deduced from the r.f. resistivity assuming the classical skin effect theory to be valid. It is the aim of the present theory to use the ineffectiveness concept to determine the contribution by the normal electrons to the current, since a rigorous solution of the problem involves the same mathematical difficulties as were encountered in II.
In the treatm ent of the normal metal by the ineffectiveness concept, it was assumed that only those electrons whose directions of motion made an angle less than sin ($8J l with the surface were effective, 8n being the skin depth, l the mean free path, and /? a numerical constant of the order of unity. Thus the effective con ductivity is not a but /?#n<r/Z. The natural extension of this concept to supercon ductors is to define a skin depth in the superconductor the distance in which the field drops by a factor e, and to take fi8sor/l as the effective conductivity. It will be shown that so long as the penetration depth A is much smaller than the normal skin depth 8n, 8S and A are very nearly equal; in general, however, is less than A. Let us now suppose th at the transition of some electrons into the superconducting state alters the normal conductivity by a factor so th at is the d.c. conductivity which the metal would have if only the normal electrons were present. Then the effective conductivity will be given by cr' = structed for the current density,
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We shall calculate the field distribution for a plane surface normal to the X-axis, taking the X and Z axes for the directions of E and H respectively. Under these conditions Maxwell's equations become, in e.m.u.,
Combining these equations with (1), we arrive at an equation defining the electric field, a2£ /1 , . ,\ Therefore E = E0e~kx,
So far the theory is formally identical with London's, apart from a trivial difference in the definition of 8, but there is an important difference in that is not simply f ncr, as assumed by London, but is an implicit function of the solution of (2), since by the ineffectiveness concept the effective conductivity is dependent on the skin depth.
To determine cr', we put 8S equal to the reciprocal of the real part of Jc, i.e. 
We shall evaluate these two quantities separately, since they require different treatment.
(a) The skin resistivity, R
The resistivity in the normal state, Rn, was shown in II to be equal to 2t Let us put r -R/Rn] then from (7),
Combining this equation with (6) to eliminate m, and putting £ = 2A2/£ |r2, we arrive after a certain amount of algebra at an equation defining £, and hence r, o£3 -2(2 + 6)£2 -(4 + 36)£-(1 + 62) = 0.
The exact solution of this equation is too complicated to be of practical use, but for all temperatures except in the region of the transition point the last term is small compared with the others, and may be neglected. The remaining terms then factorize, to give 4 + 36 ~b
The other solution is negative and does not correspond to any physical case. The error involved in neglecting the last term of (9) may be shown to be less than 2 % for values of r up to 0-5. In the interpretation of the experimental results, presented in I, it will be found that (10) is quite good enough, since r is less than 0-5 except within 0*02° of the critical temperature.
Substituting for £ and 6 in (10), we obtain an explicit equation for the skin fe" y' 2 W W "
Equation (11) is the fundamental equation for the problem, based on the minimum assumptions. Before proceeding further we shall discuss these assumptions, in order to obtain a clear picture of the conditions under which the equation may be regarded as valid. The basic postulate of the theory is that the state of the electrons in a super conductor may be regarded as being equivalent to the coexistence of two kinds of electrons, superconducting and normal. This assumption is strongly supported by thermal conductivity measurements (de Haas & Rademakers 1940) , as well as by the fact that the superconducting transition is of the second kind, so that the electronic state just below the critical temperature must be very similar to that above it. I t is also postulated th at the superconducting and normal electrons react independently to the applied field; there is no direct evidence for this, but it is a very reasonable assumption in view of the fact that a static magnetic field excites a steady super current, which would not occur if the normal electrons were coupled in any way to the superconducting electrons.
The other postulates concern the behaviour of the two kinds of electrons. The equations of F. and H. London (1935) have been assumed to govern the super conducting electrons, and the ineffectiveness concept to govern the normal electrons. I t appears at first sight as if there is a logical inconsistency in this procedure, especially if we adopt a rigidly classical point of view, and regard the superconducting electrons simply as non-resistive electrons having infinite mean free paths. For if the ineffectiveness concept is justified when the mean free path is long compared with the skin depth, it ought surely to be applied to the superconducting electrons. The solution of this apparent paradox lies in the conditions under which the theory of normal electrons was treated in II. It was assumed there that the relaxation time was short compared with the period of the oscillating field, so that the problem could be regarded as quasistatic. Under these conditions it is permissible to neglect, at least to a first approximation, the influence of the magnetic field on the electron trajectories, since a static magnetic field induces no currents, although it curves the trajectories. Now the relaxation time of the superconducting electrons is infinite, so that this assumption does not apply to them. In fact, from the classical point of view, the supercurrent may be regarded as a 'transient phenomenon of infinite duration', the electrons never reaching equilibrium with the applied field. A more exact development of this idea shows that electrons with infinite mean free paths do indeed behave according to the London equations.
The time is not yet ripe for a discussion whether the London equations represent the super-current precisely. Experimental observations by Appleyard, Bristow, London & Misener (1939) and by Shoenberg (1940) suggest that slight deviations may occur, but as it is not improbable that there are factors involved in the behaviour of films and colloids which were neglected in their calculations, this evidence must be regarded with caution. Heisenberg's recent (unpublished) theory of supercon ductivity implies that the equations may be exact only for low current densities, but since the details of the theory have not been worked out yet, and in any case the The surface impedance of superconductors at high frequencies. I l l 403 experiments described in I were performed with current densities much smaller than the critical values, the assumption th at the London equations are exact in this context is consistent with Heisenberg's theory.
The assumption most open to objection is th at which concerns the ineffectiveness concept for normal electrons. I t was shown in II th at this concept gives a reasonably good description of the behaviour of normal metals, especially when the resistance is entirely residual, but in extending the theory to cover the case of superconductors it has been assumed th at the parameter / 3i s the same for b the value of /? will depend on the exact field distribution near the surface of the metal, and that it will therefore be different for a superconductor and a normal metal, but it is not possible to make an estimate of the variation of /? without a rigorous solution of the problem, which as we stated before has not been accomplished yet. The possible variation of ft may be included in equation (11) by multiplying f n by a new quantity y. The expected behaviour of y is th at it should take a constant v near, but not equal to, unity, in that range of temperatures for which r is less than (say) 5 % and th at in the small temperature range within which r rises to 100 % should alter continuously to the value unity. For the moment, however, we shall ignore this factor.
Returning now to equation (11), we see that it involves r, A, and Sn which are all essentially measurable quantities, a n d /n which has not yet been measured directly.
Let us p u t/s = (A0/A)2, where A0 is the penetration depth at 0° K; then H. London's (1940) interpretation o f / s was th at it represents the fraction of the conduction electrons which have become superconducting. f n was interpreted as the fraction of normal electrons, so th at from this point of view it seems reasonable to p u t/n + fs 1. It should be remembered, however, th at this is not the only possible interpretation of f n and f 8, and that this relation between them is an assumption additional to those already discussed.
Putting f n -1 -(A0/A)2, equation (11) becomes We shall use equation (12) eventually in interpreting the resistance measurements of I, but first we shall evaluate the skin reactance and show how it may be used to give independent information about A.
The skin reactance X According to equation (7), At temperatures well below the transition point, m is very nearly equal to 1, and X -4ttwA, the value which would obtain at all temperatures if only the super conducting electrons were present. Let us now introduce and evaluate a new variable x ---f 1)], which represents the correction factor to be applied to allow for the 7Yh presence of the normal electrons. It will be found th at x is only appreciably different from unity in a small temperature range close to the transition point, so th at no serious error will be introduced by putting f n = 1 when evaluating the correction factor. The simplest way of evaluating x is to express it graphically as a function of r, by taking some value of A /8n in equation (11) to calculate r, and by using these values of XjSn and r to compute m and hence x from equation (8). The result of this calcula tion is shown in figure 1 , from which it can be seen th at differs from 47rwA by less than 5 % for all values of r less than 0*2. For the frequency of 1200 Mcyc./sec. used in these experiments, r is greater than 0*2 only in the temperature range within 0-05° K of the critical temperature, so th at the correction factor is negligible over practically the whole of the range of measurement. The graph has not been extended beyond r -0*5, since above this value the approximations used in deriving equatio (11) cease to be sufficiently accurate. I t is clear that the simple relation between skin reactance and penetration depth gives a possible experimental method for determining A, and that except near the critical temperature the value so determined will not depend on any particular theory of the behaviour of the normal electrons, since so long as 47rwA, the only theoretical assumption is of the validity of the London equations. This method has been used to supplement existing data on the penetration depth, and the results of such reactance measurements on tin and mercury will be described before considering the correlation between penetration depth and resistivity.
Measurements of sk in reactance
The principle of the method of measuring skin reactance is based on the well-known property of high-frequency transmission lines that the velocity of a wave along the line is not quite the same as the velocity of an unbounded plane wave in the medium surrounding the line, on account of the intrinsic reactance of the conductors. It is a general theorem for transmission systems of uniform cross-section operating in the normal mode (i.e. not waveguides), that the capacity and external inductance between the lines are related by the equation L ext C -e/c2, where e is the dielectric constant of the medium. If L ext were the only inductance of the system, i.e. if the skin impedance of the conductors were zero, the velocity of propagation of a wave on the line would be exactly given by v = l/<J(LextC) c/yje, the velocity of an unbounded plane wave in a medium of dielectric constant e. However, the internal inductance, L lnt , of the conductors must be added to L ext , so th at the velocity of propagation is in fact given by
The internal inductance is directly proportional to the skin reactance for a given transmission line, as we shall see later, so th at may be calculated from the velocity of propagation. In general we may write v -v' = B X , where B is a constant which may be calculated from the dimensions of the transmission line. In principle it should be possible to make an absolute determination of X by measuring the velocity of propagation absolutely. However, for ordinary trans mission lines the difference between v' and v is only a few parts in ten thousand if the reactance is due to the penetration of magnetic field into a superconductor. An absolute determination of X would therefore require as elaborate an experimental arrangement as is used for the best determinations of the velocity of light. This, though not entirely impracticable, is inconvenient, but fortunately it is a much more straightforward m atter to measure changes in X . Consider, for example, a resonator of the design used in I; this will resonate when the wavelength of a wave on the lines bears some numerical relationship to the dimensions of the resonator. Since a change in velocity involves a change in wavelength for a given frequency, it immediately follows that the resonant frequency depends on the velocity according to the equation Aoj0I(o0 = Avjv,and that therefore a change in skin reactance observed as a change in resonant frequency. The technique of measuring large values of Q as described in I is essentially a technique of measuring accurately small frequency changes, and the methods of I may be taken over without modification to the present problem. There are two possible ways of determining changes in X ; the simplest in principle would be to observe the variation of resonant frequency as the specimen is cooled from above its transition temperature down to the lowest temper atures attainable. This would then give the variation of X over the whole temperature range. There are, however, practical difficulties involved in this method which make it inconvenient, notably the difficulty of stabilizing the frequency of the oscillator over a long period within 1 part in 106, and the fact that the dielectric constant of helium vapour is by no means negligible and would have to be kept constant as the temperature changed. It was therefore decided to use the fact th at superconductivity may be destroyed with a magnetic field, so that the difference between the reactances of the superconducting and the normal metal may be measured at any temperature.
The experimental determination consisted then of a measurement of the resonant frequency of a superconducting resonator of the type described in I, after which a magnetic field was applied to destroy superconductivity and the resonant frequency was again measured. To guard against frequency drift and the possibility that frozen-in magnetic field might cause serious errors, the resonant frequency was determined once more for the specimen in zero field. The resonant frequencies were of course recorded merely as settings of the fine-tuning control of the oscillator, and the difference in setting for the superconducting and normal states was reduced to a frequency difference by means of the differential wavemeter described in I. The position of the maximum resonator response was found by 'bracketing', that is, by recording the two oscillator settings at which the response had the same, non maximum, value. Careful experiments showed that the resonance peak was accurately symmetrical, and th at the determined peak position was independent of the response-level at which the bracketing was performed. During a set of readings, the helium pressure was maintained constant within 1/20 mm. Hg to minimize variations of dielectric constant.
We must now evaluate the proportionality factor between Ao)0 and X , and this is most simply treated by considering a parallel strip transmission line of unit width, and spacing d, in which the current is evenly distributed across the width of the strip. The external inductance per unit length of such a system is given by = 4nd, and to this must be added twice the internal inductance per unit length, since there are two conductors. We have therefore that since X = a)Llnt. Now L is the same as the external inductance of a strip transmission fine of separation d' given by 4nd' = 4nd -f 2X/o). The presence of the skin reactance may therefore be introduced formally in calculating the inductance by shifting each conductor back through a distance 8' = Xj^no). 8' is clearly the effective depth of penetration of current into the conductor, and it will be referred to as the ' inductive skin depth'. In calculating the capacity between the fines we must leave the con ductors in their undisplaced positions, since the charge is carried wholly on the surface, both in normal conductors and superconductors (see London 1936) .
Considering now the screened parallel wire transmission fine used in the measure ments, we may apply the idea of an inductive skin depth to evaluate the velocity of propagation. In such a fine the current is not evenly distributed over the surfaces of the conductors, but since the fine is operating in a normal mode, the current and fields bear a constant proportion to one another at all points on the surface. The contribution of any element of the surface to the internal inductance is then pro portional to the magnitude of the surface current density at that point, and without considering the problem in any greater detail we may allow for the skin reactance by reducing the radius of each conductor by an amount 8' when calculating the external inductance. This procedure automatically takes account of the variations of current over the surface of the conductors. Expressed mathematically, if L ext L(a, b, s) where a is the radius of the wires, 6 the separation of their axes and s the radius of the screen, we may write Therefore, from (13),
If when a magnetic field is applied to destroy superconductivity, changes by an amount A S' , the change in resonant frequency is given by
For the transmission line under consideration, an exact formula for L is very com plicated. However, a sufficiently precise approximation has been given by Breisiĝ
+ y2( i where x -2a lb, y = 6/25, and A is a constant whose valu Substituting in equation (14), and neglecting all terms in y of higher order than y2, we have
In the resonator used in these experiments the diameter of the screen, 2-s = 2*6 cm., and the spacing of the conductors 6 ~ 0-3 cm. Putting y = 0-116 in (15), a numerical calculation shows th at the first part of the expression on the right-hand side has a very flat minimum at x = 0-442, at which (15) becomes, 4 * -1-761^. w0 6
Although from the point of view of accurate measurements this minimum is the least convenient working point, since a given change of skin depth produces here the smallest change in resonant frequency, such a disadvantage is altogether outweighed by the advantages of working at a turning-point, where, provided the spacing 6 is constant along the line, small variations in the diameter of the wires do not affect the value of the numerical constant. The wires were therefore chosen so th at x took a value near 0-442. The change in resonant frequency could be determined with an accuracy of 1 kcyc./sec., so that from (16) the measurement of was subject to an error of approximately ± 0-1 7 x 10-6cm., which is less than 1 % of the largest measured values of AS'. We have seen that the inductive skin depth and the skin reactance are related by the equation X = 4:7TO)S'. In certain special cases S' may be simply related to some characteristic parameter which has the dimensions of a length. For example, in a superconductor well below the transition temperature X was shown to be equal to 47rwA, in accordance with the London equations, so th at 8' and A are equal. In general for a superconductor, X = 47rwxA, so th at S' = xA, where x is the function plotted in figure 1. For a normal metal obeying the classical skin effect equations, X = It = 2no)S, where 8 is the resistive skin depth 1/^/(27rwcr); the depth here is thus equal to one-half of the resistive skin depth. I t would be very useful to know the connexion between 8 and 8' for the general case of a normal metal, for which the classical theory does not hold, as discussed in II, for it would then be possible from the measurements of A 8 ' to calculate the superc depth absolutely. I t was shown in II th at the qualitative picture of the anomalous skin effect based on the ineffectiveness concept leads to equations similar to the classical equations, except th at er must be replaced by another real quantity. This means that for this case too 8' should equal 8/2. I t was pointed out there, however, th at there is reason to suppose the reactive part of the skin impedance to be under estimated in this treatment, and this prediction is borne out in practice, as will be seen when the results of the measurements are discussed.
Measurements were made on specimens of mercury and tin, which will be con sidered separately. The mercury specimen was of the design illustrated in figure 2 of I, having two slightly tapering silica tubes of mean diameter 0-123 mm. whose axes were accurately parallel and 0-37 cm. apart. The measured values of as a function of temperature are showm as curve 1 in figure 2. I t is not possible to compare this directly with determinations by Shoenberg (1940) and Desirant & Shoenberg (1947) of the superconducting penetration depth A, since the skin resistivity and hence presumably the skin reactance of normal mercury vary with temperature between 4-2 and 2-0° K. However, assuming Shoenberg's curve for A to be correct, it is possible to deduce the inductive skin depth 8'n in normal mercury as a function of temperature. Curve 2 in figure 2 is taken from Shoenberg's data, assuming the value of A at 2-2°K to be 7-5 x l 0_6cm., which is consistent with his measurements. Now Shoenberg measured A directly, while, as was pointed out above, the present measure ments are of xA, where x is the function plotted in figure 1. This correction factor x has been applied in constructing curve 2; the dotted line is Shoenberg's curve, from which it can be seen how very small is the correction which takes account of the presence of the normal electrons. Curve 2, in fact, is what one would expect to observe in an absolute measurement of the inductive skin depth 8'3 at 1200 Mcyc./sec., if such an experiment were feasible. Curve 3 is the sum of curves 1 and 2, and represents therefore the normal inductive skin depth 8'n. Curve 4 shows the resistive skin depth in normal mercury, calculated from the data in II on the basis of the formulae developed there by use of the ineffectiveness concept, from which it may be seen that the ratio of 8'n to 8n is greater than the value f predicted by classical theory and by th simplified theory of II, as was mentioned above. As the temperature is lowered the reactance decreases more slowly than the resistivity, the ratio S'J8n being 0-74 at 4°K and 0-81 at 2-2° K. Without a much more comprehensive theory of normal metals than is at present available it is impossible to say whether these results indicate good agreement between the various methods of determining the penetration depth in the superconductor, but at any rate the similarity in shape of curves 3 and 4 is encouraging evidence of the consistency of the measurements. By assuming various values of A2.2°k in constructing curves similar to curve 2, in order to see how this would affect the smoothness of curve 3, it was concluded th at A2.2°k almost certainly lies between 7 and 8 x lO"6 cm., in good agreement with the estimate of Desirant& Shoenberg (1947).
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F ig u r e 2. Skin depths in m ercury.
The measurements on tin were made with a wire of mean diameter 0*147 cm. bent into a loop of mean spacing 0*314 cm. The tin was from the same Johnson-Matthey sample as was used in I. The interpretation of the results for is less troublesome than with mercury, since throughout the temperature range the d.c. conductivity of the specimen was constant. It may safely be assumed therefore that was constant, and the values of A8' represent directly the variation of 8's with temper results are shown in figure 3 , in which the full curve includes the correction factor x to allow for the normal electrons. Since these results represent the first direct measurements on the penetration depth in tin, values of (A -A2.3°) are also given in table 1, which has been constructed from the full curve of figure 3, and which therefore contains the correction factor x.
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C o r r e l a t i o n o f r e s i s t i v i t y a n d p e n e t r a t i o n d e p t h
The foregoing measurements on the skin reactance serve as a satisfactory check on the accuracy of Shoenberg's (1940) curve for the penetration depth in mercury, and also enable A0 to be estimated as 7-1 x 10_6cm, This value of A0 may be used in applying equation (12) to the experimental measurements of the resistivity which were presented in I, to deduce the variation of A with temperature. A comparison of curves for the penetration depth derived from the resistivity and by the direct method of Shoenberg would enable the validity of the assumptions used in deriving (12) to be tested. It is unfortunate from this point of view that the behaviour of normal mercury does not agree with the theoretical treatment in II, in that the skin resistivity does not tend to a constant value as the mean free path increases. It is therefore difficult to decide on the value to be given to 8n in equation (12) . The most reasonable way of overcoming this obstacle is to assume that the ineffectiveness concept is correct when applied at any given temperature to determine the difference in effective conductivity between the normal and superconducting states, but that there is some inexactness in the theory which prevents it from describing the true behaviour of the normal metal as the temperature is altered. If this is so, the variation of Sn may be allowed for simply by inserting the appropriate value at each temper ature, so that p becomes now a function of temperature. The penetration depth may now be calculated directly from r, to give the curve shown in figure 4. Shoenberg's curve is also shown for comparison, as well as the curve calculated from the re sistivity data using London's (1940) formula. It is clear from these curves th at equation (12) gives a qualitative description of the process, and the agreement is best at temperatures near the transition point, while London's equation diverges at higher temperatures but is better than equation (12) around 2° K. The most probable explanation of the disagreement between theory and experiment lies in the neglect of the factor y in extending the ineffectiveness concept to cover superconductors. I t should, however, be borne in mind that the assumption + fs = 1, which was used in deriving equation (12) from equation (11), cannot be justified without a detailed theory of superconductivity.
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The foundations of such a theory have recently been laid by Heisenberg (un published), and it is interesting to speculate on the interpretation of the quantities f n and f s in this theory. Heisenberg has shown how the Coulomb interaction between the conduction electrons may lead at low temperatures to a thermodynamically more favourable state in which the electrons at the top of the Fermi distribution are formed into wave-packets which may be propagated through the metal without resistance, and may therefore be regarded as superconducting electrons. It seems likely th at as the absolute zero is approached more and more electrons will undergo this 'condensation', but th at even at 0°K not all the conduction electrons will be superconducting. This does not mean, however, th at the normal conductivity will persist at all temperatures, since the condensed wave-packets must occupy regions at the surface of the electron distribution in phase space, and render these regions inaccessible to the uncondensed normal electrons through the operation of Pauli's Exclusion Principle.
Let us suppose th at a fraction / 0 of the conduction electrons forms into wavepackets at the absolute zero, and a fraction f r at any othe let us assume th at the form of the wave-packets is independent of temperature; then it seems very probable that the change of penetration depth between 0 and T° K will be given by exactly the same expression as if the electrons were classical electrons, i.e.
=^= / f J S'
Jo by the definition of f s above. In applying similar qualitative considerations to the normal electrons it is necessary to postulate th at at the absolute zero the wavepackets are distributed over the whole surface of the Fermi distribution, so th at the normal electrons are prevented from making any transitions to higher states. This postulate ensures that the normal conductivity will vanish at 0° K, as evidenced by the vanishing of the r.f. resistivity of mercury. It also provides an explanation for the absence of a linear term in the specific heat of superconducting tin (Keesom & van Laer (1938) ). It is now natural to interpret f s as the frac space which is covered by wave-packets and therefore inaccessible to the normal electrons. The normal conductivity will thus be reduced to a value (1 -/ s) as great as its value in the normal state, and we arrive by this argument at the expression fn+f8 -L which was used above to derive equation (12).
One incidental advantage of this theory, compared with former theories, is that it makes possible a qualitative explanation of the experimental result that A0 is several times larger than would be expected if all the electrons became superconducting, although it must be pointed out that the value of / 0~ 0-05 electrons per atom, deduced by Appleyard et al. (1939) from their estimate of A0 in mercury, is much greater than the value of 10-4 envisaged by Heisenberg, who considers the condensa tion to affect only the electrons at the very top of the Fermi distribution. This value of 10~4 is, however, not based on any precise calculation, and it seems not unlikely that a development of the theory to include the interactions between electrons occupying lower energy levels, such as has not yet been given and would be of extreme mathematical complexity, would show that the stable state at the absolute zero is one in which a much larger proportion of the conduction electrons condense into wave-packets. If this is so, the theory gives a rather satisfactory picture of the mechanism of superconductivity, and explains qualitatively how the sum of and may still be unity while neither quantity represents the actual proportion of electrons in each state.
The correlation of the penetration depth and resistivity measurements in tin is rendered uncertain by the absence of any value for A0, as well as by the experimental evidence that the resistivity does not tend to zero as the absolute zero is approached. Since the measurements of Keesom & van Laer (1938) show th at superconducting tin contains no linear term in its specific heat, the evidence is very strong th a t/w tends to zero at low temperatures. If this is so, the finite value of r must be due to some other effect, and it will be assumed that this effect (whether real or due to experimental uncertainties) is constant with changing temperature, and may be allowed for by subtracting 0-55 from all the figures in table 2 of I. In performing the correlation of r with A using equation (12), several different values of A0 were assumed, and for each value a curve showing the variation of A with temperature was calculated from the resistivity data. The best agreement with the curve of figure 3 was obtained when A0 = 7-5 x 10~I * * * * 6em., and the results of the calculation are shown in figure 5 . The agreement is much better than for mercury, where more data was available, and it may be largely fortuitous, depending on the appropriate choice for A0. I t would therefore be unwise to regard this agreement as confirming the theory until the assumed value of A0 can be checked by an absolute measurement.
A. B. Pippard tem perature (° K)
F ig u r e 5. P enetration depth in tin, estim ated from r.f. resistivity and reactance.
------From r e a c ta n c e ,------from resistivity.
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